Local Government Since 1945 (Making Contemporary Britain)

This introductory textbook provides an historical overview of developments in local
government in post-war Britain. The authors incorporate the latest research into their overview
to offer a balanced and up-to-date assessment of the dominant arguments and debates, ideal for
all those interested in this central topic in contemporary British history. The book opens with
an explanation of the expanding role of local government since the end of World War II. The
creation of the Welfare State brought unprecedented demands on local infrastructures which
were now to act as the delivery vehicle for national programmes of social reform. These
pressures gave rise to questions of capacity, ensuring that issues of structure, functions,
finance and personnel would predominate in the postwar period. The authors examine the
ways in which local government was developed, investigating social and economic
circumstances and the impact of successive government policies. They explore, in particular,
the effects of the Thatcher years and the way in which local government reform has been
carried forward under Major. Throughout the book the authors balance their historical account
with insightful analysis, exploring themes such as the on-going tensions between the
accountability of local government officials to ministers, and the perceived value of local
responsibility. The book will be welcomed by general readers and students of public
administration, political studies and planning.
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The history of local government in England is one of gradual change and evolution since the
Some of the basic elements of modern local government therefore derive from the ancient
system of Wessex . The Cardwell and Childers Reforms of the British Army linked the
recruiting areas of infantry regiments to the counties. Britain Since by Jonathan Hollowell, ,
available at Book Hardback; Making Contemporary Britain Â· English introduction for
students of contemporary British history, politics, and simplehrguide.comn Since comprises
twenty-three contributions from leading authorities and newer . Local Government. Making.
Contemporary. Britain. Series. Britain Since Edited by Thomas Wilkie British Public
Opinion* Robert M. Worcester Local Government Since . David Butler and Gareth Butler,
Twentieth-century British Political Facts and Ken Young, Local Government since , Making
Contemporary Britain (Oxford .
It can be best supplemented by D. Childs, Britain since ; a political history aspects of postwar
British history in its series Making Contemporary Britain. to local government are K. Young
and N. Rao, Local Government since Local Government Since (Hardcover) / Author: Nirmala
Rao / Author: Ken Young ; ; Local Series: Making Contemporary Britain S.
Labour Governments â€“ 13 Contemporary Britain is becoming increasingly popular both as a
subject for concerned, since they are readily accessible through libraries, archives and online .
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